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ABSTRACT 
The robust Schur stability of a polynomial with uncertain coefficients is investi- 
gated. Using a linear fractional transformation, the stability hyperellipsoid of a Schur 
polynomial is determined. An effective algorithm is supplied for finding an optimal 
transformation parameter /3 such that the resulting stability hyperellipsoid encloses 
entirely the largest hypersphere. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Given a family of polynomials 
4(z) = (a, + an)zn + (a,_l + 8,_1)zn-1 + *.. 
+(a, + 6,)~ + (a0 + a,), 
where the nominal polynomial 
&( .z) = a,.z” + a,_lz”-l + **. +a,.2 + a, 
is Schur stable, the parameter vector a = [a, a,_l *** a,]* ~g”+l, and 
the vector of parameter uncertainties 6 := [S, S,_ 1 **a 6,1T E gn+ ’ is 
within a hyperellipsoid 
IlQVSllz < I, (I) 
where Q is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements, and V is an 
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orthogonal matrix. We are interested in determining the matrices Q and V 
such that the stability of C+(Z) subject to the uncertainties described in (1) is 
preserved. 
A special version of this problem is obtained by choosing Q = 4 * I,, r, 
which is known as the stability hypersphere problem and has been studied by 
Soh et al. [6]. Since 4,,(z) is stable, and the roots of 4(z) are continuous 
functions of the coefficients, instability will occur if and only if(i) at least one 
root crosses the point (1, jO), and/or (ii> at least one root crosses the point 
( - 1, jO), and/or (iii) two complex conjugate roots cross the boundary of the 
unit circle, i.e., the polynomial 4(z) has a factor z2 - (2~0s 0>z + 1 [2]. In 
the parameter space SC+ ‘, conditions (i) and (ii) determine two hyperplanes 
+(I)=Oand +(-l)=O; condition (iii), however, describes a hypersurface 
of dimension n - 1. Denote by r+ rd,, and rd3 the distance from the 
nominal parameter vector a to the stability boundaries described by (9, (ii), 
and (iii), respectively, and let rd = min{r+ r& rd,). Then the entire family 
of polynomials 4( z> is stable if and only if 9 -r < r;l, i.e. 116112 < rd. The 
quantity rd is known as the stability radius of the Schur polynomial &(z). 
The problem of calculating rd has been studied by many authors (see e.g. 161, 
[l], and [7]>, using the orthogonal projection approach described in [3]. 
However, the result obtained from the hypersphere approach may be 
unnecessarily conservative if the nominal parameter vector a lies near one of 
the stability boundaries, but fur from the other ones. In this case, a larger 
stability range can be identified using the hyperellipsoid approach. The 
problem here is how to choose the weighting matrix Q and the rotation 
matrix V so that the stability of 4(z) can be guaranteed. On noting that 
every square matrix I has an SVD I = UZV, and, llUall2 = Ilall2, the 
hyperellipsoid (1) can be rewritten as 
In412 < 1. (2) 
The matrix r transforms the original parameter vector a to b = Ta. If we 
can find a I so that the stability of a can be checked equivalently by that of 
b, then the hypersphere approach can be applied to the new parameter 
vector b. A I for this purpose has been proposed by Shi et al. [5] in terms of 
a linear fractional transformation: 
where /3 E ( - 1, 1) is the transformation parameter. This transformation 
maps the unit disc in the z-plane onto the unit disc in the w-plane. Hence, 
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C#J( z) is stable if and only if 
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is stable. It is shown in [5] that a larger stability range in the parameter space 
can be achieved by adjusting numerically the transformation parameter P. 
However, the enclosure of the largest hypersphere cannot be guaranteed, 
because the authors used a searching algorithm which will find the semiaxes 
of the hyperellipsoid only when these axes are all parallel with the axes of 
n+l 9 . 
The purpose of this paper is to supply an effective algorithm for finding 
an optimal transformation parameter /3 such that the resulting stability 
hyperellipsoid encloses the largest hypersphere entirely. 
In Section II, some preliminary results will be summarized. The main 
results will be then presented in Section III. Some properties of the transfor- 
mation matrix will be proved in the appendix. 
II. BACKGROUND RESULT 
Il.1. Determination of the Stability Radius 
As stated in previous section, for a polynomial 4(z) of degree n, the 
stability range in the parameter space F’+’ is bounded by 
9,:4(-l) =o, 
9, : f+(l) = 0, 
Zs : +( de) = 0 and 4( e-je) = 0 for some 13 E [0, ~1. 
Denote by a the parameter vector of a Schur polynomial &(z), and by rd,, 
rd2, and 1;1 the distances from a to 9,, Pa, and 2s respectively. Then the 
stability ra di us rd is 
I- d = mint rd,7 r&p ‘d,) , (3) 
and for all S such that 
(4) 
the polynomial 4(z) remains Schur stable. Note that Equation (4) defines a 
hypersphere in the parameter space .9”+ ‘, which will be denoted by 9. 
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Since P’, and .ZFJ~ are hyperplanes, rdl and rd, can be readily deter- 
mined: 
rd = I4d-l)l l~o(l>l 
I &T-i ’ ‘4 = vln+i-’ (5) 
The following formula for calculating rd, is due to Wu and Mansour [71. 
THEOREM 1 [7]. rj3 = min, t [_ 1, 1I Irj$,(x)}, where 
LX” x,+1] = 
-L(x) -L,(“> 
v,-!2( x> -LA4 
u,i4 -4x) 
b(x) 0 
0 1 
G(x,,x,+~) = ” 
[ 1 xR+ 1 
[Xn x,+1 I> 
and U,(x) is the Tshebyshev 
of degree 2, rd 
nomial of the second kind. For a polynomial 
lI.2. A Linear Fractional Transformation 
Consider the linear fractional transformation pryposed in [5]: 
(6) 
which maps the unit disc centered at the origin in the z-plane onto the unit 
disc centered at the origin in the w-plane. Substituting (6) into &(z>, one 
gets 
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Multiplying both sides of (7) by (1 
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- wp)” leads to 
= 5 a,(I - wP)n-@ - P)‘. (8) 
i=O 
This is a polynomial in w of degree no more than n, and hence can be 
rewritten as 
Jo(w) := (1 - wP)“& s = $okJ. 
i 1 
(9) 
Denote by &‘+i 
vector in k+l. 
the parameter space of C&(W), and by b the parameter 
Then b is related to a by 
b = I’(“)a, (10) 
where I’(“) is an (n + 1) X (n + 1) matrix. 
III. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We first establish the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1. The bilinear transformation maps a Schur polynomial of 
degree n to a Schur polynomial of degree n. 
Proof. It is clear that the transformation z = (w - p)/(l - wfi) maps 
the unit disc in the z-plane onto the unit disc in the w-plane. It remains only 
to show that if a,, # 0 then b, # 0. 
From the recursive form for FCn) in Proposition 4 (see Appendix A), we 
see that the first row of l?“) is [1 -/3 p2 **a (-@)“I. Hence 
b, = [ 1 -p p2 ... (-P)“]a(“) 
= o”oo( -i). 
Since C&(Z) is Schur stable, +a(- l/p) + 0 for all p E C-I, I), and b, = 0 
only if p = 0. However, b,lp=o = a,. n 
The stability radius of C&,(W) is then 
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and Fd. is the same thing as rdd. , _but defined for &a(w). The stability 
hypersphere in A@“+ ‘, denoted by 9, is then 
(11) 
In the original parameter space the hypersphere (11) becomes 
Let us assume that the matrix I’(“) is nonsingular for all P E (- 1,l). (We 
shall show in Proposition 3 that this is true.) Then, on noting that I’(“) has an 
SVD I(“) = UXVT with UTU = I, VTV = I, and 
we see that (12) indeed describes a hyperellipsoid centered at a in the 
original parameter space with the semiaxes 
‘d 
ci = - 
"i 
and a rotation VT. We denote by 8 the hyperellipsoid in (12). 
It is also readily verified that 
= (l + k+d,, 
I &dl) I
?& = m = (l - Pjnrd,7 
(13) 
(14) 
-2 = 
'4 
min 
rE[-l,l] 
aT(r(n))T[Xn Xn+l]G-l(~,,~,+l) 
It is clear that Fd is a function of the transformation parameter p, and by 
setting /3 = 0, we get the hypersphere (4). 
THEOREM 2. The hyperellipsoid 8 encloses entirely the largest hyper- 
sphere 9 if and only if the matrix R := ?i2 C2 - rd2Z, + 1 is negative 
semi&finite. 
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Proof. Suppose that the matrix R is negative semidefinite. Let us show 
llr~1V6112 < I - ll?~i~VS11s < 1. 
Indeed, 
Since R is negative semidefinite, 
Il~~‘,-‘cvsll; 
The “if’ part is thus proved. 
Let us now show that there exists a 6 ~9 such that ll?~12VSll~ > 1, if 
the matrix R is not negative semidefinite. 
Suppose without loss of generality that 
fi = diag[ p?,..., pi, -K$+~, -~,f+~], 
where 1 < k < n + 1, and p,s > 0 for all 1 <j < k. Then, for 1 <j < k, 
rj - ?jffjM2 = rj?jujm2pj2 > 0. 
Also, denote ej max = rji$qy2pJ!. Since V is unitary, the equation 
dGVsJ_ = iGej, 1 <j Q k, (15) 
where ej is the jth column vector of I,, 1 and 0 < l j < l j, max, is solvable. 
For Sj given in (151, there holds 
Ilr;‘VS,ll~ = rd2 ( rj - ej) = 1 - ri2ej < 1 
i.e., sj ~9. However, 
which means that Sj E 8. This completes the proof. n 
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The following example is devoted 
largest semiaxes may be obtained by 
ter p. 
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to showing that a hyperellipsoid with 
adjusting the transformation parame- 
THEOREM 3. 
ellipse is given by 
For a Schur polynomial of degree 1, the largest stability 
(16) 
where 
This ellipse is obtained by setting /I = a,,/a,. 
Proof. For n = 1, the stability boundaries are C#J( - 1) = 0 and 4(l) = 0. 
The largest stability ellipse containing the stability sphere is the one centered 
at [a, aolT with the semiaxes rddl and rd2 and a rotation 7r/4, i.e. the ellipse 
given in (16). It remains then to prove that there indeed exists a P E ( - 1, 1) 
such that (12) is equivalent to (16). 
For a Schur polynomial of degree 1, the radius of the stability sphere 2 is 
where ?d:d, = (I + /3)rd,, ?d, = (1 - /3)rd,. Hence 
‘d( ‘) = 
(1 + w-d,? -l<P<P’, 
(1 - p)r;l,, p’ < p < 1, (17) 
where p’ = (r& - rd,)/(rd + rd,), which is obtained by setting (1 + p’)rd, 
= (1 - p’)rd , i.e., p’ mdmizes ?d. 
The trans/ormation matrix I’(‘) can be decomposed as 
r(l)= [ Jp --I 
[ 
l/G l/G I[ 1-p 0 11 l/G l/G = l/G -1/a 0 l+P l/G 1 -l/G. 
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Hence, 
_ 
rd l+P -= 0 < p < p’, 
g2 
l-p%, 
‘d2 y p’ < p < 1. 
For p E LO, P’b +d/(+l achieves its maximum, while Fdd/u2 does so for 
P E [ P’, 11. Hence, Popt which maximizes both semiaxes is obtained by 
setting Popt 
we get kPt 
E [O, fl’l fl [ p’, 11 = {@‘I. Substituting rd, and rd, into Popt, 
= a,/a,. Since C&(Z) is stable, - 1 < a,/q < 1. Hence 
The largest stability hypersphere in the new parameter space is given by 
In the original parameter space this becomes 
which is equivalent to (16). 
REMARK 1. 
(+TIFd > rd, 
The condition described in Theorem 2 is equivalent to 
i.e., the shorter semiaxis of the hyperellipsoid must be not less 
than the radius of the hypersphere. For n = 1, the example above shows that 
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the largest stability ellipse is obtained by maximizing the longer semiaxis 
while keeping the shorter one equal to the radius of the sphere. Because the 
two semiaxes are always parallel to the stability boundaries, the ellipse then 
always contains the sphere entirely. By maximizing the longest semiaxis, we 
get the largest stability ellipse. Note that this ellipse contains the whole family 
of the stability ellipses obtained as p ranges over (- 1,l). 
Unfortunately, this result cannot be generalized for n > 2. The difficulty 
lies in two aspects: (i) for n > 2, r, and consequently Fd are not given 
explicitly (it requires the solution of some optimization problem to calculate 
them); (ii) an analytical solution to the SVD of rCn) is also unavailable. 
Hence, it is not feasible to check analytically when and how the condition 
obtained in Theorem 2 can be met. Instead, we shall do that numerically. The 
main problem here is how to construct the matrix I’cn). Having solved this 
problem, an SVD of ICn) can be obtained, and the negative semidefiniteness 
of the matrix R can be checked. In the following, efforts will be devoted to 
the construction of rCn). To do this, we need the following vectors and the 
matrices of dimension 12 + 1: 
&Q(S) := [p Sn-l . . . s I]‘, 
D(“)(t) := diag[l, t, . . . . tn-‘, t”]. 
Let li( p) be the vector such that 
lT( @v’“‘(s) = (s + P)“, 
(18) 
(19) 
and define 
L(“‘( p) = [1,(-P) 1,-,(-P) *** 11(-P) WP)]T 
D’“’ = q1 - p”), (20) 
U(“)( p> = PL(“)( P)P, (21) 
where P is the rotation matrix such that Pv(“)(s> = [l s *** s”-l s”]r. It 
is clear that L(“)( 0) is lower triangular and U(“)( p> is upper triangular, both 
having diagonal entries equal to one. Note that, for any s and t, 
PD’“‘( t)v@)( s) = my S)V(“)( t). (22) 
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Further, let us introduce the polynomials gi”‘(h, ~1 in the two variables A 
and CL: 
gpp, /_L) := /_P(h + /_& i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, n. (23) 
It is clear that the polynomials (A + ~1~ can be represented as 
(A + /_L)~ = l;( p)dR)( A) 
= [ OT g:] diag[ P-(~-~), . . . , p”-‘, 1, p, . . . , pi] v(“)(A) 
= P-(n-i) OT 1 
&] D(“)( /.L)v(“)( A), 
where gj is some constant vector of dimension i + 1. Hence 
and 
gi”‘( A, p) = [ OT g?‘] D’“‘( /~L)v(“)( A  (24 
1;(P) = @-i) OT 
[ g:] D’“‘( P) * (25) 
Further, we define the polynomials fi’“‘( A, p.): 
fi’“‘( A, /.L) = ( I_L - A)“-“(1 - A/_& i=O,l,..., n-1,n. 
From (S), (9), and (101, we get 
We are now in a position to state the following: 
PROPOSITION 2. The matrix r (n) has an LDU decomposition r(“) = 
L(“)( j3) D(“)U(“)( p>. 
Proof. For brevity, the parameter P in L(“)( P) and U(“‘( /3) will be 
suspended. We need only to prove that the identity 
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for any w-or, equivalently, 
[ pqT,y w) = [ @nqT@‘[ L(nqTq w). 
Consider first D(“)[ ~(“)]rv(“)(w>. From (19) we get 
and 
[ L(nqT,(n) (w) = v(“)(w - p> 
@o[ pqTv(n) (w) = my1 - P2)V@)(W - p). 
From (22) we get further 
PD(“)(l - @2)v(“)(w - p> = D’“‘(w - P)v’“‘(l - p”). 
From (24) and (25) we obtain 
1Q -P)PD’“‘[L’“‘lTv’“‘(u:) 
= (_p)-[“-‘“-i”[o’ g?;_i]@“‘( -p)@“)(w - p)v’“‘(l - p”) 
= (-py[ OT g;_i]D’“)[ -P(w - p)]v(“)(l - P”) 
= ( -p)-ig~i(l - P2> -P(w - P)) 
= (-p>-“[ -P(w - p)]ql - p2 - P(w - P)]“-’ 
= (w - P)“(l - pwyi =fn(“-ji( P,w). n 
REMARK 2. An LU decomposition for the matrix rcn) is r(“) = Lc”)$“), 
where e(n) = DC”)U(“). 
From Proposition 2, the following result is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 3. det I’(n) = (1 - p 2)n(nf l)i2, and r(n) is no~ing&r ZY 
and only if p2 # 1. Furthermore, (r(“))-l = (1 - p2)-nr(n)(-p). 
Proof. The proof for the first part follows directly from the fact that L’“’ 
and UC”) are both triangular matrices with diagonal elements all equal to one. 
Hence det r(“) = det D(“). 
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To prove the second part, let us first establish the following: 
Indeed, 
L’“‘( #qL’“‘( -p) = zn+_l. (26) 
[ L’“‘( P)]r”(n)( o) = v(n)( (Y + p>. 
Hence, 
[ p’( -p)]‘q a + p) = v(“)( a + p - p> = v(y a). 
Then, from 
= PL’“‘( p> P( ZP)) -l L’“‘( p> 
= PL’“‘( p> P . (1 - p”))” PD’“‘P . P( p> 
= (1 - /3”))“P[L’“‘( /3)D(“W”‘( @PIP 
and the fact that p(n) is centrosymmetric (see Appendix A), we get (l?cn’>-1 
= (1 - P2)-nr(q-p>. n 
Proposition 2 shows how to construct the matrix Fn) using the matrices 
L(“), DC”), and U(“). Since these matrices are given explicitly, it is now easy to 
see when and how the condition given in Theorem 2 can be satisfied. The 
programming details are omitted. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
If we identify a polynomial with its parameter vector, the stability 
boundary can be established in the parameter space [2]. Given a Schur 
polynomial 4,(z) with th e parameter vector a, a stability robustness measure 
can be obtained in terms of the shortest distance from a to the boundaries 
[6]. In doing so, we have fixed the shape of the parameter uncertainties to be 
within a hypersphere /lSll < rd, w h’ ic h leads to a conservative robustness test, 
especially when a is ill located, i.e. near one but far from the other 
boundaries. Motivated by this consideration, efforts have been devoted to 
getting an enhanced robustness measure by reshaping the parameter uncer- 
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tainties. In 151, this is accomplished by introducing a linear fractional transfor- 
mation 2 = (w - P>/(l - w/3 1 to transform 4,(z) into a new polynomial 
#+Jw), whose parameter vector, denoted by b, is related to a by a linear 
transformation b = r(“)a for some matrix-valued function Icn) of p. The 
merit of this transformation is that I&,(W) remains Schur stable for all 
P E (- 1, 1). Hence, by tuning the transformation parameter /3, a better 
stability robustness measure may be obtained [S]. In effect, using the linear 
transformation F(“) amounts to reshaping the uncertainty set into a hyperel- 
lipsoid. Hence, a suitable choice of P to enhance the robustness measure is 
such that the shortest semiaxis of the hyperellipsoid is not less than the radius 
of the hypersphere. The searching algorithm developed in [S] is based on this 
consideration. However, this algorithm cannot find the semiaxes of the 
hyperellipsoid if these are not parallel with the axes of the parameter space. 
In this paper, we have done the following. First, we showed that the 
robustness measure can be improved by a suitable choice of p if and only if 
the matrix R is negative semidefinite, which is equivalent to saying that 
?;‘Z(Fcn)) G t-a’, where C(TCn)> is the maximum singular value of FCn). 
Effort was then devoted to finding an explicit form for F(“), resulting in 
Proposition 2, which allows us to construct Fen) using the matrices L(“), I?“), 
and I?“). It can then be checked when the largest stability hypersphere is 
contained in the hyperelhpsoid. 
The linear transformation proposed in [5] contains only one tunable 
parameter P. Hence, the robustness measure may be also conservative. To 
improve this approach, one can take two parameters in the linear transforma- 
tion, e.g. z = (w - a)/(1 - w/3). Obviously, setting cr = P, we get the 
transformation of Shi et al. It can be readily verified that, for LYP # 1, this 
two-parameter transformation transforms the unit disc centered at the origin 
onto a disc with a radius r. and centered on the real axis of g. With respect 
to the new circle, the stability boundary can be established as well. A stability 
hyperellipsoid can then be determined in a similar manner. It can be 
expected that the two parameter transformation approach will lead to further 
improvement of the robustness measure. 
APPENDIX. ON THE MATRIX I(“) 
The purpose of this appendix is to get some properties of the matrix FCn). 
Let us first introduce the polynomial system 
g’“‘(w) = [&p(w) &j(w) a-* &‘w]T 
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and the parameter vectors g!“): 
&p(w) := (w - p)“-‘(1 - wp)’ = [“(n+fI)]Tgjn), i=O,l,..., 72. 
(27) 
Further, for a polynomial c#J(“)(z) of degree n, we denote by a(“) the 
parameter vector a. Similarly, we define the parameter vector b(“) for 
Cj’“‘(W). 
The following proposition suggests us an alternative way to construct r(“) 
recursively. 
PROPOSITION 4. 
where 
r(n+l) = qn+u _ r(n+l) 
2 ) 
r,c n+l) = I gp+l) 01 + ; $) , [ 1 
r(n+l) = 
2 [ 
0 pr(n) 
0 OT 1 ’ 
Proof. 
4n+l(w) = [V(“+l)(W)]Tr(,+l)a(n+l) 
n+l 
= (1 - wpy+l = ,( i O a, G)’ 
=U. n+l(w - w+l + (1 - wP>&4 
= [“(n+lyW)]Tg6,+‘)an+l 
+ [V(n)(W)]Tr(n)a(n) - w[V(yw)]Tr(n)a(q3 
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Note that rcn+ ‘) can be also represented as 
I- n+l) - - 0 &c’] + [ ;:” ;] - [ & ;I. 1
PROPOSITION 5. The matrix r(“) is centrosymmetric, i.e. PT(“)P = r(n) 
where P is the rotation matrix such that [v’“‘(w )ITP) 
= [l w w2 . . . wn-l ~~1. Furthermore, rcn)(l/p> = (-p)-nPr(n). 
Proof. From the definition of gl”) we get 
(w - p)“-“(l - wp)” = [“(n)(w)]Tgin), (28) 
(w - P)‘(l - w@-j = [“‘“‘(w)]Tg!,“lj. (29) 
Since PP = 1. there holds 
(w - p)“-“(1 - T,& = [d”)(w)lTPPg$“’ 
= W”[“(“)(W-l)]TPg~~), 
(1 - w-lp)“-“(w-l - py = ["(yW-l)]TPgy, 
(w - @“(I - wp)“-” = [“(n)(W)]TPgi? 
Comparing the last equation with (29), we get 
Pg$“’ = gyi. 
Hence, pr(“) = [g’,“) g’,“l 1 . . . gy) gp)] = rCn)p, 
Furthermore, from (28) we get 
iw - f)n-i( 1 - ;)j = 
The left-hand side is however 
(30) 
(-p>-“(w - P)“(l - wp)“-i = [“‘“‘(W)]T( -p)-“gc,nlj. 
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Hence, gi”)(l/P) = (- P)-“gpJi, and from (30), we obtain 
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gin’ $ = (-p)-“pg$“’ ( 1 a r(n) $ = (-p)-“pp’. n i 1 
For a polynomial system a(.~> = [a,(z), a,(z), . . . , a,(z)lT, we denote by 
G(a(z)) the gramian matrix. Then, for g’“‘(w), we have 
PROPOSITION 6. The gramian matrix G(gcn)(w)) = (r(“))Tr(n) k 
Toeplitz. 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
(gjy,)Tgj$!, = (gin))Tg$n) Vi, j. (31) 
Let us define the quasipolynomial 
and denote by ci(*> the coefficient of the ith term. Then, 
CO( &$?(W)) = (g!n))Tgjn). 
Since 
gi’l;!(w) = (w - P) 
“-i(l _ Wp)i( t _ p)“-‘( 1 _ f)j 
= (w - P)“_“(l - Wp)n+K 
Wn 
we get further 
(gp’)Tg:“’ = C”[(W - p)“-“(l - w13)“+“]~ 
where K = i - j. Hence, 
(g$$)Tgj;)k = (grfl’)Tg:“’ 
for all -nij Q k Q njj, where nij = minIn - i, n -j). 
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REMARK 3. From Proposition 6, to determine the matrix ( r(“))T rcn), it 
suffices to calculate the inner product (g$“)jTgj(“), which is 
( gs,qTg:“’ = c,((w - p>““(1 - wp)“‘) 
= (-I)n+j C ( -i)nc,k+jcfi_jpn+j-k+z 
k+l=n 
= (-p)‘k~,c.l+jc.“~:pz(“-*‘. 
I 
Note that for m = 0, 1, . . . , [(n -j)/2], 
c;q? . c;_j = c;+j . cf:;-m. 
Hence, the polynomials C;=jC,k+j C,“1J+/3x”-k) are all symmetric. 
The authors are grateful to Dr. F. Kraus for helpfil discussions. 
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